
Nylon brush attachment

Standard accessories and applications 

Steam suction hose

Extension pipe Extension pipe

Extraction nozzle, 238 mm

Extraction nozzle, 146 mm

Rubber lip insert

Rubber lip attachment

Bürstenaufsatz

Upholstery, mattresses
and carpet cleaning

Upholstery, mattresses
car seats, doormats and
vehicle interior cleaning

 

Glass surfaces,
windows and mirrors

Hard floor, e.g.:
tiles, granite,marble,wood, PVC,

sheet metal etc.

Almost all surfaces,
window frames, sills,
interior doors, 
kitchen cupboards, 
synthetic surfaces, etc.

On sensitive surfaces, e.g. parquet
use steam mode 1

Do not use hot water module

Pre-cleaning of heavily
soiled surfaces, rubber or
syntethic doormats, etc.

Pre-cleaning of heavily soiled
surfaces, windows, rubber or
synthetic doormats, etc.

NO ATTACHMENT

NO ATTACHMENT

Not for sensitive surfaces

Glass surfaces, glass, 
windows, mirrors
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Part # 9618

Extension Wands 
Part # 9615

Large Extraction 
Nozzle

Rubber tip with brush 
Part # 80202

Small Extraction 
Nozzle

Part # 9621

Rubber tip with brush 
Part # 802102

Part # 802015



Floor nozzle, W = 400 mm 

Floor nozzle with adapter
can be used directly on the handle
or with extension pipe

 

Standard accessories and applications

Rubber lip insert

Adapter  

Brush insert

Glide insert

Hard floors, e.g.:

Enhance cleaning on stubborn dirt

Enhance cleaning on stubborn dirt.

Can be used with or without
the spot-jet nozzle and the 
three-jet nozzle.

Warning! Do not use on sensitive
surfaces or glass! 

Warning! Do not use on sensitive
surfaces or glass!

Carpets, mats, dry suction (without steam)

Small round brush set 

Large round brush

Corner brush

Narrow Joint nozzle

Broad  joint nozzle

Spot-jet nozzle

Three-jet nozzle

WARNING: 
Always adjust the steam volume and accessories for the surfaces you are cleaning!

tiles, granite, catering and industrial
floors, marble, wood, PVC, laminate, 
etc.

Pre-cleaning of heavily soiled
surfaces, rubber or synthetic doormats,
etc.

Steam can be changed from spot-jet

to three-jet by attaching to the 

three-jet nozzle and turning the brush.

For dry suction the joint nozzles

can be used directly on the pipe

or steam suction hose.
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Short Spot-Jet Nozzle 
Part # 9612

Long Spot-Jet Nozzle 
Part # 9613

 Part # 8010 

1” Nylon / Part # G0018 
1” Brass / Part # G0126 
1” Steel / Part # G0125

3” Round Brush 
Part # 7109




